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About This Content

The official soundtrack for Reigns with music by Mateo Lugo and Disasterpeace.
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2. Benevolent De 5d3b920ae0
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The games fun, i bout the game with the DLC pack but im kind of confused it says that you get the soundtrack but how do you
access it, do you just have to open the game and listen to the game just loop through it or is stashed away in a file somewhere?. i
love this game. The games fun, i bout the game with the DLC pack but im kind of confused it says that you get the soundtrack
but how do you access it, do you just have to open the game and listen to the game just loop through it or is stashed away in a
file somewhere?. Awesome OST. But no numbers, album, wrong titles on the songs? like.C'mon!. Awesome OST. But no
numbers, album, wrong titles on the songs? like.C'mon!. i love this game
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